
	

Text	1:	

Climate change protest kids need to hit the 
books 
Andrew Bolt, Herald Sun, December 2, 2018 9:00pm 
I admire the children who showed such guts and brains during last week’s 
students’ strike for “action” on global warming. No, I mean the tens of 
thousands — the vast majority — who stayed at school. I mean the ones who 
resisted mob pressure, the cheap flattery of the media and the lies of teachers 
and green politicians. 

As for the students who marched in this new children’s crusade through our 
cities, their chants — “ScoMo sucks” — and abusive and poorly spelled signs 
said it all.Bolt: Leaders’ political posturing is hell on Earth“Scott Morrison you’re so full of sh.t the toilet is jelous [sic]..” 
read one. 
“Princess MoFo,” (Google it) read another, with a picture of the Prime 
Minister with rouge and lipstick. 
“We’ll be less activist if you’ll be less s..t,” said one (expletive not deleted). 
“F… ScoMo.” “FU @ ScoMo.” “F… Adani.” 
And with a picture of a melting polar bear: “Act now before they dissappear 
(sic).” 

Yes, many other signs were witty, but at the heart of this protest was a deep 
ignorance, shielded by an impenetrable and arrogant self-righteousness. What 
did these students actually know about global warming, as they demanded we 
end the coal-fired electricity that powers their schools, and scrap the $60 
billion-a-year coal exports that help pay for their teachers? The Junkee 
website interviewed a key speaker at the Sydney rally, a girl just 11 years old. 

Background	information:		

The	Green	Party	is	a	political	party	in	Australia,	which	stands	for	more	action	and	protection	for	the	
environment.	Its	press	releases	are	aimed	to	appeal	to	its	current	supporters	but	also	attract	new,	
environmentally	minded	supporters.		

The	Herald	Sun	is	a	conservative,	tabloid	newspaper	published	in	Victoria.	Andrew	Bolt	is	one	of	its	
most	famous	journalists.	He	consistently	writes	strongly	conservative	persuasive	pieces	and	his	
readership	is	generally	made	up	of	people	who	admire	is	strong	conservative	style.	

The	Daily	Telegraph	is	a	NSW	newspaper	published	by	the	same	news	organisation	as	The	Herald	
Sun,	and	shares	a	similar	editorial	bias.	

	



“I feel lots of fear,” she said. 

“Soon, there could be no such thing as Antarctica … There could be no such 
thing as polar bears. There are islands disappearing.” 

Every one of those claims is inarguably false. Antarctica is a rocky continent 
that will never disappear and the British Antarctic Survey says its snow is 
growing, not melting. Polar bears are not vanishing, either. Adjunct professor 
Susan Crockford, a leading expert on this mascot of the warmists, estimates 
numbers jumped from 22,500 to 28,500 over a decade. 

And Professor Paul Kench’s landmark study of 27 atoll islands in the central 
Pacific found 43 per cent actually grew and just 14 per cent shrank. 

All these facts are easy to find, as is the science that shows Australia has had 
fewer cyclones, record grain crops and more rain, with the planet recording 
virtually no more warming this century. So who filled the head of that 11-year-
old and all the other protesters with such fearful lies? 

And here is the most shameful part of that student strike. It is less an 
indictment of the students than of the teachers, parents, journalists and 
activists who coached them and pushed them to fight their climate jihad. 
Which idiot educators, for instance, put Al Gore’s error-ridden propaganda 
film, An Inconvenient Truth, on the national curriculum? Gore, too, falsely 
claimed that Pacific islands were drowning, even causing evacuations — a 
deceit nailed by a British High Court judge in 2007. Gore, too, falsely claimed 
global warming was wiping out polar bears, another deceit nailed by the 
judge. And Gore, too, falsely claimed the seas would rise 20 feet “in the near 
future”, a preposterous scare that the judge branded “distinctly alarmist”. 

Yet now we have mobs of schoolchildren believing fervently in these 
falsehoods and swearing at politicians who refuse to wreck our economy to 
“stop” what’s not happening. 

And for what? Chief Scientist Alan Finkel admits we could stop all Australia’s 
emissions — junk every car, shut every power station, put a cork in every cow 
— and the effect on the climate would still be “virtually nothing”. We’re too 
small. 

Do the striking students even know that? Hey, do they even care? What counts 
is not being right but seeming good. And if the facts don’t fit, they must be 
ignored or howled down. That’s what scares me most about this children’s 
crusade. Students who show no real interest in the truth, have trouble even 
spelling and are intoxicated with their moral superiority cannot be reasoned 
with. 

Argument is their enemy, which is why so many resort instead to abuse and 
even bullying. At the Sydney rally, Jean Hinchcliffe, just 14, read out the 
Prime Minister’s phone number to the nearly 2000 students and asked them 
to call it for at least the next week. That’s is not reasoning but harassing. 



But what do you expect when an army of children is on the march, drunk on 
their power and righteousness? 

_____________________________________________________________________	

	

	 	



Text	2:	

Media	Release	From	Mark	Parnell,	Leader	of	The	South	
Australian	Green	Party:		
	

2018-11-29		

I’m	proud	to	see	school	students	taking	the	initiative	to	have	their	voice	heard	on	
climate	change.	After	all,	they	will	be	the	ones	having	to	deal	with	this	generation’s	
inaction.		

Despite	the	Prime	Minister's	patronising	exhortation	for	school	students	to	stay	in	their	
classrooms,	the	Greens	will	be	out	on	the	steps	of	Parliament	House	in	Adelaide	
tomorrow	to	hear	what	the	next	generation	has	to	tell	us.	We	know	that	they	want	
emergency	action	on	climate	change	and	all	MPs	should	come	along	to	find	out	why.		

Instead	of	shaming	young	people	for	wanting	to	have	their	voices	heard,	the	Prime	
Minister	should	be	welcoming	the	input	of	children	and	young	people,	since	the	future	
belongs	to	them.	At	27	different	locations	around	Australia,	thousands	of	students	aged	
5-18	will	be	striking	for	climate	action	tomorrow.	Hundreds	are	expected	on	the	steps	of	
State	Parliament	on	North	Terrace	from	11am.		

These	students	are	all	too	young	to	vote,	but	they	are	not	too	young	to	know	that	taking	
action	on	climate	change	is	the	biggest	issue	of	our	time.	I’m	sure	these	young	people	
will	have	strong	views	on	the	obsession	of	the	old	Parties	with	fossil	fuels,	whether	
drilling	for	oil	in	Great	Australian	Bight,	fracking	for	gas	or	the	appalling	underground	
coal	gasification	being	trialled	at	Leigh	Creek	

_____________________________________________________________
______ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Text		3:	

Climate change protest students should be 
ridiculed 
The Daily Telegraph, December 3, 2018  

 
	

	

	

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students protesting against the federal government over climate change policy. Artwork: Terry 
Pontikos 


